The topology of the quantum coupling space and the low energy effective action on the Coulomb branch of scale invariant N = 2 SU(n) gauge theories pick out a preferred nonperturbative definition of the gauge coupling τ . The S-duality group acts on this τ as a subgroup of SL(2, R) generated by T : τ → τ + 2 and S : τ → −1/[sin 2 (π/n) τ ].
Introduction and discussion
The quantum coupling space of scale invariant N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories is a subset of the classical one obtained by discrete identifications under the action of the S-duality group. These S-duality identifications imply an exact quantum equivalence between classically inequivalent theories. However, while the topology of the quantum coupling space has an invariant meaning, its parametrization is unambiguous only at weak coupling. Different parametrizations can give rise to different S-duality group actions on the gauge couplings.
In one nonperturbative definition of the coupling, the S-duality group was found to be Γ 0 (2) ⊂ SL(2, Z) for the scale invariant SU(n) N = 2 SQCD theories [1] . This S-duality group is generated by T : τ → τ + 2 and S : τ → −1/τ subject to the single constraint S 2 = 1. (We take the gauge coupling to be τ = θ π + i 8π g 2 , differing by a factor of two from the usual definition.) A different nonperturbative parameterization of the SU(3) gauge coupling proposed in [2] gives an S-duality group with the same T generator, but a differentS generator,S : τ → −4/(3τ ). Although there exists a unique conformal map between the fundamental domains of gauge couplings in these two parameterizations, the corresponding S-duality groups are not isomorphic as abstract groups.
In this letter we argue that the topology of the quantum coupling space together with the low energy effective action on the Coulomb branch pick out a preferred nonperturbative definition of the gauge coupling. We explicitly compute the S-duality group associated with this definition of the coupling. We find that for the finite N = 2 SQCD with SU(n) gauge group the S-duality group G n is the subgroup of SL(2, R) generated by
acting on the classical coupling space {Imτ > 0}. For the SU(2) theory G 2 ≃ Γ 0 (2), though this duality group is naturally enlarged to SL(2, Z) [3, 4] as we discuss below. For SU(3), G 3 coincides with the S-duality group proposed from a different perspective in [2] . The G n type subgroups of SL(2, R) were studied by Hecke in [5] in the context of Dirichlet series.
Before turning to the nonperturbative definition of the gauge coupling in the next section, we wish to point out some properties of the result (1). The S-duality group G n is not freely generated by T and S n , but is subject to two constraints:
and
The fundamental domain of G n is shown in Fig. 1 . It is defined by −1 ≤ Reτ ≤ 1 and |τ | ≥ 1/ sin(π/n) with edges identified.
This fundamental domain has three special points: a weak coupling singularity at τ = +i∞, a Z 2 orbifold point at τ = +i/ sin(π/n), and a conifold singularity with opening angle π(1 − 2 n ) at τ = ±1 + i cot(π/n). For the special cases n = 3, 4, 6, ∞ the conifold points are actually Z 6 , Z 4 , Z 3 , and Z 2 orbifold points. It is an open question whether there is an alternative characterization of the physics of these special strongly coupled theories. In any case, we find that dividing the classical coupling space by the action of the G n S-duality group removes all ultrastrong (Imτ = 0) coupling singularities with zero opening angle (except in the SU(2) case). This suggests that further identification of strongly coupled SU(n) theories with some other weakly coupled theories are unlikely.
Note that this preferred parameterization of τ is more natural from the large n point of view. In 't Hooft's large n limit [6] , g 2 eff = g 2 n is kept constant as n → ∞. Note that for large n, the strong coupling points in the fundamental domain of G n are at g 2 ef f ∼ 1, and that the strong-weak coupling duality S n (1) acts as τ eff → −1/τ eff where τ eff = πτ /n is the 't Hooft coupling.
It would be interesting to extend this construction to theories with other simple and semi-simple gauge groups. In particular, extension to the elliptic models of [7] may permit a comparison with the SL(2, Z) S-duality group of N = 4 gauge theories.
Topological definition of the coupling
The quantum coupling space of scale invariant N = 2 SQCD has isolated singularities at special couplings where the whole Coulomb branch is singular. Just as traversing paths around the singularities on the Coulomb branch generate elements of the low energy electric-magnetic (EM) duality group (reflected in monodromies of the BPS spectrum), we argue that monodromies of the BPS spectrum around the singularities of the quantum coupling space, F , generate the S-duality group.
Consider the N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with SU(n) gauge group and 2n hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation. At a generic point on the Coulomb branch the gauge group is broken to U(1) n−1 whose effective couplings τ ij form a section of an Sp(2n − 2, Z) bundle on the Coulomb branch reflecting the EM duality identifications of the low energy effective description. The matrix of the effective couplings was identified in [1] with the complex structure (the period matrix) of the genus n − 1 hyperelliptic curve Σ n
where
The moduli u ℓ parametrize the Coulomb branch, m j are hypermultiplet mass parameters, and f is a function of the gauge coupling τ . At weak coupling τ → +i∞, m j coincide with physical masses of the hypermultiplets and f ∼ e iπτ . At finite τ , mass parameters m j in principle can depend both on physical masses and τ while f , being a flavor singlet, is expected to depend only on τ .
The complex structure of Σ n degenerates whenever the discriminant of (4) vanishes. At fixed coupling f and mass parameters m j , these singularities of the low-energy effective action are resolved by including in the effective description states that become massless there. The charge vectors of BPS states which are massive in the vicinity of a singularity undergo Sp(2n − 2, Z) EM duality group monodromies upon traversing closed paths in the Coulomb branch around the singularity.
Equivalently, we can think about the same singularities as singularities in the coupling parameter space, which we denote F , at a fixed vacuum u ℓ with given mass parameters m j . We call such singularities "specific singularities" since their locations depend on the specific values of vacuum moduli and mass parameters. Specific singularities are not the only singularities in F . The complex structure of (4) degenerates also at the "special singularities" f = f s ≡ {0, 1, ∞}. These values of the coupling parameter are special in that the whole Coulomb branch becomes singular whenever f = f s . Thus we can think of the quantum coupling space F as a three punctured sphere. More generally, in N = 2 scale invariant theories with simple gauge group, the gauge coupling τ is a section of a holomorphic line bundle over a three punctured sphere whose structure group is identified with the S-duality group. One of the punctures corresponds to weak coupling and the other two to special strongly coupled theories.
As an illustration of the difference between specific and special singularities, consider the scale invariant SU(3) theory. The Coulomb branch of this theory is described by a curve Σ 3 :
The complex structure of Σ 3 degenerates when the discriminant of the right hand side of (5) vanishes,
and for f → ∞ with u ℓ kept finite. (In the latter case by an appropriate rescaling of x and y, Σ 3 reduces to the singular curve y 2 = x 6 .) Clearly, f = {0, 1, ∞} are always singularities of the low-energy effective action irrespective of the choice of the vacuum moduli u ℓ . These are the special singularities of the gauge parameter space F . The fourth singularity in
. This "specific" singularity differs from the previous three in that its position in F depends on the choice of the Coulomb branch vacuum. While there are always three special singularities at fixed positions in F for any rank of the gauge group, the number of specific singularities is rank dependent. For example, the scale invariant SU(2) theory does not have specific singularities at all. Note that the SU(3) vacuum with u 2 = 0 and u 3 = 0 is special in that the specific singularity coincides with the f s = 1 special singularity.
Like the monodromies of the BPS spectrum around the singularities on the Coulomb branch, their monodromies around f s on the coupling space F encode information about the S-duality group. But while S-duality transformations on the gauge coupling τ must be the same for any choice of vacuum moduli and hypermultiplet mass parameters, the monodromies in F around f s actually depend on this choice. This presents a puzzle: How can the S-duality group information which is invariant under changes in the vacuum moduli be extracted from these monodromies? The key to solving this puzzle is to realize that, in principle, noncontractable loops in F can be generators of both the S-duality and the low energy EM duality groups. In fact, nontrivial loops around the specific singularities in F have nothing to do with the S-duality group: any such loop can be deformed in the combined Coulomb branch and quantum coupling space to a loop around a singularity on the Coulomb branch at a fixed value of the gauge coupling parameter f .
So an S-duality group (and hence the coupling τ it acts on) can be defined as the subgroup of the Sp(2n − 2, Z) EM duality group generated by the monodromies along some choice of basis cycles around the special singularities f s in F . How those cycles are chosen to go around the specific singularities in F affects the resulting S-duality group.
We now note that there is a unique choice of SU(n) vacuum on the Coulomb branch, namely u ℓ = 0, ℓ = 2, . . . , n − 1, and u n ≡ u = 0 with mass parameters m j = 0, for which the above ambiguity in the definition of the S-duality group disappears.
1 This is simply because for this choice of vacuum all the singularities in F are "special singularities". (The importance of this Coulomb branch submanifold was stressed in [8, 9] where S-duality identifications were analyzed from an algebraic point of view.) It is this unique and natural choice which gives us our nonperturbative definition of the coupling τ .
An explicit formula relating τ to f is obtained as follows. In our special choice of vacuum, there is an unbroken global Z n discrete subgroup of the anomaly-free U(1) R which significantly simplifies the computation of the periods. In fact, all the periods can be computed exactly (see the Appendix for details) and we find
B is a standard beta-function, and 2 F 1 is a hypergeometric function. We thus have the exact relation
where C ij is a Cartan matrix of SU(n) (depending on the precise choice of basis of "electric" and "magnetic" periods a i and b i ), and
Since the relation (9) is preserved by the monodromies in F , this picks out (10) as the natural nonperturbative definition of the coupling.
Indeed, it is easy to check that at weak coupling, f → 0, τ ≃ −(i/π) ln f , which is the perturbative answer. The monodromy around f = 0 generates τ → τ + 2 while the monodromy around f = ∞ generates τ → −1/(τ sin 2 π n ), together generating the S-duality group G n of (1). It is also easy to see from (10) that the special singularities f = ∞, 1 are mapped to the τ = +i/ sin(π/n) Z 2 point and the τ = ±1 + i cot(π/n) conifold point, respectively. An interesting feature of the G n S-duality identifications is that they remove all the ultrastrong (Imτ = 0) points in the classical coupling space except for the SU(2) theory. Here G 2 ≃ Γ 0 (2), which is only a subgroup of the full conjectured SL(2, Z) duality group [3] . The existence of an ultrastrong singularity τ = 1 in the fundamental domain of G 2 is a clue that the full S-duality group bigger. Indeed, using the isomorphism between SU(2) and Sp(2) gauge groups it was shown in [4] that there are extra identifications over the gauge parameter space F of the SU(2) theory
which imply that the three punctured sphere is actually a triple cover the true quantum coupling space. The identifications (11) translate through (10) into
enlarging Γ 0 (2) to the full SL(2, Z) S-duality of the scale invariant SU(2) theory. 
(
where ω n = e 2πi/n and x ± = u 1/n /(1 ± √ f ) 1/n . Combining (15), (17) and (18) we obtain (7).
